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Larry will be the the TCE
manager and lead artist, in
charge of set-up and
breakdown. He will explain the
remote sketch form. He will
collect payouts every evening.

David will be a 50/50%
contractor on all art sales for
both days. He retains 100% of
packaging sales.

Durrell will be a 50/50%
contractor on all art sales for
both days. He retains 100% of
packaging sales.

Live Caricature
During Covid-19:
Creating a safe and distanced
booth for our guests.

The problem (Covid-19)
You are too
close to me.

Like most businesses,
traditional caricature booth
setups were not made for
Covid 19 safety regulations.
Although outdoors, many
onlookers crowd around
guests and artists to see
the drawings as they take
place.
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The Caricature Entertainment
has designed a booth using
technology and sanitation
processes to help practice
social distancing, while
keeping guests safe and
entertained, and maintaining
a long time fair tradition.

Our Booths
Socially Distancing
Practices include :
Clear Screens
6 feet distancing:
Retail stands are bordered with tape, ﬂoor markers, and/or
posts as well as signs marking spaces for guests to wait in
line.

Live Feed

Sanitize:
Hand sanitizer provided. Artists hands and guest seating
are sprayed and sanitized after each guest.
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Masks:
All artists wear masks and ask the same of the guests
before and after the transactions. We discuss with guests
how TCE is providing a safe environment to take down the
masks for art reference purposes. We will take pictures of
guests who are not comfortable.
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Screens:
We provide transparent screens between the artists and
guests. We also place screens and barriers between
guests.

Viewing Screens

Practices include :
Live Feed :
Televisions are connected to a live feed so
guests can see the drawings happening in real
time while remaining socially distant.
Slideshows:
Guests can see the samples of the artists on
site.The individual artist Instagram tag or
watermark on each of slides to promote the
artist working. Between samples will be the
pricing.
Social Media:
Artist can post to their individual platforms, but
please consider sending the images of guests
and their caricatures to
thecaricatureentertainment@gmail.com for
posting to the website for guest downloads.

Live
Feed

Drawing Socially Distant
Touchless Pay:
Guests have the option to pay
touchless with their cards, Venmo,
Apple Pay, etc.
Remote Caricatures:
An artist may queue commissions and
draw guests from photos to help
reduce the amount of people waiting in
line & maintain social distancing.
Artists will equally split the remote
commissions.
Appointments:
An artist may direct guests to set an
appointment for a caricature sitting.
Check out jaguerzon.com/booking.
QR Code Payments:
An artist may direct guests to pay in
advance using the QR codes on the
banner. Payments to artist will be
distributed asap.
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